Abstract. We introduce a new approach to the theory of Newton polyhedra based on Parshin's theory of tame symbols and residues. This approach gives a uniform proof of recent results such as the formula for the product of the roots of a system of algebraic equations in (C × ) n whose Newton polyhedra have sufficiently general relative locations [Kh] and the formula for the sum of the Grothendieck residues over the roots of such systems [G-Kh], and extends these results to the case of an arbitrary algebraically closed field.
Introduction
The classical Vieta formulae give the product and sum of roots of a polynomial equation P (x) = 0. Recently A. Khovanskii found multidimensional generalizations of Vieta's formulae. He considered a system of algebraic equations P 1 (x) = · · · = P n (x) = 0,
x ∈ (C × ) n , (1.1) whose Newton polyhedra ∆ i have sufficiently general relative locations.
In [Kh] A. Khovanskii computes the value of a character χ : (C × ) n → C × at the product of all roots of the system (1.1). His explicit formula involves the product of numbers [P 1 , . . . , P n , χ] c(A) A over the vertices A of ∆ = ∆ 1 + · · · + ∆ n . The numbers [P 1 , . . . , P n , χ] A are similar to the tame symbols appeared in Parshin's reciprocity laws [F-P] , which gives a motive to try to explain this result in the framework of Parshin's theory.
Another ingredient is the combinatorial coefficients c(A), integers that reflect the combinatorics of the relative position of the polyhedra ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n in space. The combinatorial coefficient is defined topologically as a local degree of a certain map [Kh] .
In [G-Kh] O.A. Gelfond and A.G. Khovanskii give a formula for the sum of the Grothendieck residues of a rational n-form over the roots of (1.1). Remarkably, this formula is just the additive version of Khovanskii's product of roots formula, and it also involves the combinatorial coefficients.
In [Kh] A.G. Khovanskii posed the following questions:
1. What could be an algebraic analog of the combinatorial coefficient? 2. Is there an explanation of the product of roots formula in terms of Parshin-Kato theory?
In the present paper we answer these questions.
1. We give an algebraic description of the combinatorial coefficient as a number of flags (counted with certain signs) of orbit closures on an affine toric variety. This in turn provides us with a new formula for the combinatorial coefficient as a number of certain flags of faces of ∆, counted with signs. So far there has been no explicit combinatorial formula for the combinatorial coefficient 1 .
2. Let X be a normal variety and D a closed codimension 1 subset of X such that locally in a formal neighborhood of each point (X, D) looks like a pair (X σ , D σ ), where X σ is an affine toric variety and D σ is the closure of the codimension 1 orbits. It turns out that Parshin's tame symbol of rational functions on X with divisors in D , and the residue of a rational form on X with poles in D have a very explicit form. This, along with the above mentioned description of the combinatorial coefficient, results in a certain reciprocity law for the symbol (residue) at zero-dimensional intersections of components of D (Theorem 2.2). This result applied to the toric compactification associated with ∆ provides a uniform proof for both Khovanskii's product of roots formula and Gelfond-Khovanskii sum of residues formula. Moreover, this proof extends these results to algebraically closed fields of arbitrary characteristic.
I would like to thank Prof. A. Khovanskii for his helpful comments and constant attention to this work. This paper is based on research that will form part of my University of Toronto Ph.D thesis written under the supervision of Prof. A. Khovanskii.
Main results
Let X be a normal n-dimensional variety over an algebraically closed field k . Let D be a closed subset of X whose irreducible components are normal codimension 1 subvarieties. We say that the pair (X, D) is toroidal if at each point x ∈ X , (X, D, x) is formally locally isomorphic to (X σ , X σ \ T, x 0 ), where T = (k × ) n is the algebraic n-torus, X σ is an ndimensional affine toric variety corresponding to a rational convex cone σ , X σ \ T is the divisor of the orbit closures of codimension 1, and x 0 is a point on X σ .
Consider the n-form ω 0 =
xn , where (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are coordinates in T. This form is invariant under monomial transformations u i = x q i , Q = (q ij ) ∈ GL(n, Z) if det Q = 1 and changes sign otherwise. Also a choice of coordinates in T defines an orientation of the space of characters, and hence of σ . This orientation is preserved under monomial transformations if det Q = 1 and changes otherwise. We call (X σ , x 0 , ω 0 ) an equipped local model of X at x, meaning that the form ω 0 is fixed and σ is oriented accordingly.
where A i is the determinant of the matrix obtained from A = (a ij ) by eliminating its i-th row, and B = k i<j a ik a jk A k ij , where A k ij is the determinant of the matrix obtained from A by eliminating its i-th and j -th rows and its k -th column (the determinant of an empty matrix is assumed to be 1).
Invariance. The symbol is invariant under translations x → λx and monomial transformations that preserve the form ω 0 and is reciprocal otherwise. It is also multiplicative and multiplicatively skew-symmetric in f 1 , . . . , f n+1 .
Definition 2. Let σ be a convex rational cone in R n with apex 0. Consider a differential n-form ω = f (x)
xn , where
is a formal power series. The toric residue of ω is the constant term λ −b of the above series.
Invariance. The residue is invariant under translations x i → φ i x i , where φ i are invertible power series. It is also invariant under monomial transformations that preserve the form ω 0 and changes sign otherwise. Let (X, D) be toroidal. Suppose x ∈ X is an isolated intersection of components of D . Then in an equipped local model (X σ , x 0 , ω 0 ) at x, x 0 is a fixed orbit and the cone σ has apex.
Let f be a rational function on X with the support of its divisor in D . Then the image of f in an equipped local model at x is the product of a monomial cx a and a regular invertible function φ ∈ O × Xσ,x 0 with φ(x 0 ) = 1. We call this monomial the leading monomial of f at x. The leading monomial is defined up to monomial transformations.
Definition 3. Let (X, D) be toroidal and x an isolated point of intersection of components of D . Define the toric symbol [f 1 , . . . , f n+1 ] x at x of n + 1 rational functions f 1 , . . . , f n+1 ∈ k(X) with supports of their divisors in D to be the symbol of the leading monomials of f 1 , . . . , f n+1 at x.
Invariance. The toric symbol is the same for any two equipped local models that correspond to an isomorphism preserving the form ω 0 , and is reciprocal otherwise. Also it is multiplicative and skew-symmetric in f 1 , . . . , f n+1 . Now let ω be a rational n-form on X regular on X \ D . Then the image of ω in a local model at an isolated intersection x of components of D can be written as f ω 0 , where f is a formal power series as in (2.1).
Definition 4. Let (X, D) be toroidal and x an isolated point of intersection of components of D . Define the toric residue res T x ω at x of a rational n-form ω regular in X \ D to be the toric residue of its image in a local model at x.
Invariance. The toric residue is the same for any two equipped local models that correspond to an isomorphism preserving the form ω 0 , and changes sign otherwise.
The following definition comes from the theory of Newton polyhedra.
Definition 5. Let σ ⊂ R n be a convex rational cone with apex A. Suppose the boundary of σ is covered by n closed sets D 1 , . . . , D n , each D i is a union of faces of σ , such that The sign of the combinatorial coefficient depends on the choice of orientations of σ and R n + . Also it is skew-symmetric in D 1 , . . . , D n . The following theorem provides a combinatorial description of the combinatorial coefficient.
Fix an orientation of the cone σ . Let A = σ 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ σ n = σ be a complete flag of faces of σ . Let (e 1 , . . . , e n ) be an ordered set of vectors such that e i begins at σ 0 and points inside σ i . Then we say that the flag has positive sign if (e 1 , . . . , e n ) give positive oriented frame for σ and negative sign otherwise. Invariance. The combinatorial coefficient at x is the same for any two equipped local models at x that correspond to an automorphism of T that preserves the form ω 0 , and changes sign otherwise. Also it is skew-symmetric in D 1 , . . . , D n .
Theorem 2.1. The combinatorial coefficient of a covering
As it follows from above the number
no longer depends on the choice of equipped local model at x. We will call this number the toric symbol of f 1 , . . . , f n+1 at x associated with the covering D 1 , . . . , D n . It is multiplicative in f 1 , . . . , f n+1 and multiplicatively skew-symmetric in both f 1 , . . . , f n+1 and
Similarly, the number c(x) res T x ω does not depend on the choice of equipped local model at x. We call it toric residue of ω at x associated with the covering D 1 , . . . , D n . It is linear in ω and skew-symmetric in D 1 , . . . , D n .
Next we formulate the main result.
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a complete normal n-dimensional variety over an algebraically closed field k . Let D be a closed subset of X such that (X, D) is toroidal. Assume that
where
We get 2 n finite closed subsets of X :
(Reciprocity for the toric symbol.) For any n + 1 rational functions f 1 , . . . , f n+1 on X with supports of their divisors in D the following 2 n numbers are equal:
is the combinatorial coefficient at x, and |S k | is the number of D ′′ i in the definition of S k . If for some k , S k is empty then the corresponding product by definition equals 1. 2. (Reciprocity for the toric residue.) Let ω be a rational n-form on X regular in X \D .
Then the following 2 n numbers are equal:
where res T x ω is the toric residue at x. If for some k , S k is empty then the corresponding sum by definition equals 0.
The proof of the theorem uses the description of the combinatorial coefficient (Theorem 2.1 above) and one of Parshin's reciprocity laws. In the case of the symbol, this law can be reduced to Weil's reciprocity law for a compact curve. 2 In the case of the residue, it can be reduced to the fact that the sum of the residues of a rational 1-form over all points of a compact curve is zero.
Applications
Consider a system of n algebraic equations in the algebraic torus T = (k × ) n , k algebraically closed field:
where P i 's are Laurent polynomials with Newton polyhedra ∆ i . We assume that neither of P i is a monomial, hence, neither of ∆ i is a point.
Let ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n be convex compact polyhedra in R n . Every linear functional ξ on R n defines a collection of faces Γ Let ∆ be the Minkowski sum of ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n . Then every face Γ ⊂ ∆ has a unique decomposition as a sum of faces
If ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n are expanded then ∆ has dimension n and in the decomposition of every proper face of ∆ at least one summand is a vertex. In this case for each A ∈ ∆ we can define the combinatorial coefficient c(A) as follows.
Definition 8. Let σ A be the cone with apex A generated by the faces of ∆ that contain A. Then the boundary of σ A is covered by the closed sets D 1 , . . . , D n , where D i is the union of all facets of σ A generated by those facets of ∆ whose i-th summand in the decomposition (3.2) is a vertex. The combinatorial coefficient of this covering is called the combinatorial coefficient c(A) of the vertex A ∈ ∆.
If in the system (3.1) the polyhedra ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n are expanded then the system has only isolated roots. Denote by ν(P 1 , . . . , P n ) the product of the roots of (3.1) counting multiplicities. The product is a point in T. To locate it we fix a character χ : T → k × . In coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) it is represented by a monomial x m , m ∈ Z n . Definition 9. The symbol of P 1 , . . . , P n and a character χ at a vertex A ∈ ∆ is the symbol of n + 1 monomials [P 1 
The following theorem was proved by A. Khovanskii in the case when k = C (see [Kh] ). It is a consequence of our reciprocity for the toric symbol from Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the Newton polyhedra ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n of the system (3.1) are expanded. Then the value of a character χ at the product ν(P 1 , . . . , P n ) of the roots of the system is given by χ(ν(P 1 , . . . , P n )) =
where the product is taken over all vertices A of the polyhedron ∆ = ∆ 1 + · · · + ∆ n and c(A) is the combinatorial coefficient at A. Now we will give an additive analog of Theorem 3.1. Let P be a Laurent polynomial with Newton polygon ∆(P ), and A a vertex of ∆(P ). The constant term of the Laurent polynomialP = P/(P (A)x A ) equals 1. Thus we get a well-defined power series 1 P = 1 + (1 −P ) + (1 −P ) 2 + . . . . This theorem was proved by O. Gelfond and A. Khovanskii for k = C (see [G-Kh] ). It is a consequence of our reciprocity for toric residue from Theorem 2.2.
